
DollyDoll
by 

KnotArt Designs

Free Crochet Pattern 

Materials:

• Any yarn, any colour combination (I used Schachenmayer Nomotta Catania in light 
blue, dark blue and off white). You will need no more than leftovers. The doll is only 
about 12cm tall.

• Crochet needle 2 sizes smaller than recommended for your chosen yarn

• Darning needle (for sewing in ends)

• any kind of stuffing material (I used the polyfibre stuff that can be found inside 
pillows)

• OPTIONAL: safety eyes, ribbons, buttons, pearls, ...

Pattern:

Head, body and legs/trousers done in one piece. Arms, tunic, shoes and hair done 
seperately and sewn on later. You find detailed pictures of nearly every step at the end of 
this document.

HEAD ...

CH6
1 sc12 around chain, mark start of round



2 2sc in 1st, sc1x3, 2sc in next 3, sc1x3, 2sc in next 2
3 2sc in 1st, sc1x6, 2sc in next 3, sc1x6, 2sc in next 2
4 2sc in 1st, sc1x9, 2sc in next 3, sc1x9, 2sc in next 2
5 sc30
6 2sc in 1st, sc1x12, 2sc in next 3, sc1x12, 2sc in next 2
7-10 sc36
11 dec, sc1x12, decx3, sc1x12, decx2 (mark round for position of safety eyes)
12 sc30
13 dec, sc1x9, decx3, sc1x9, decx2
14 sc24
15 dec, sc1x6, decx3, sc1x6, decx2 (start stuffing)
16 dec, sc, dec, sc, dec, sc, dec, sc, dec, sc, dec, sc
17 decx6

… BODY ...

18 sc6
19 incx6 (12sts)
20 *inc, sc* x6 (18sts)
21-25 sc18 (CC to trouser colour in round 24)

… LEGS (x2)

divide into 9 sts each

26-30 sc9
31 sc, inc, sc, inc, sc, inc, sc, inc, sc
32 sc13 (cut off, sew in ends, use tail from second leg cast on to close gap between legs)

SHOES (x2):

Ch2
1 sc6 in 2nd stitch, continue in the round
2 sc12
3 sc12tbl
4 decx6 (Cut off, leave long tail to sew shoes to trousers)

stuff legs, stuff shoes, show shoes into trouser legs and sew them together.

ARMS (x2):

Ch2
1 sc6 in 2nd stitch, continue in the round
2-6 sc6
7 sc6 in shirt colour, cut off (leave long tail to sew arms to shirt)

TUNIC:

ch18 in magic ring, close ring AROUND neck. The tunic is crocheted directly on the dolly.

1-9 sc18 (or until long enough)
10 change colour, *sc, inc* all around for frills. Cut off and sew in ends.



Lightly stuff arms, sew arms to top part of tunic. Embroider tunic with flowers, beads, sew 
on ornaments cut from felt, … .

HAIR DISCS (x2):

Ch2
1 sc6 in 2nd stitch, continue in the round
2 incx6
3 *inc, sc* x6 (18sts)
4 *inc, sc2* x6 (24sts)
5 *inc, sc3* x6 (30sts) 
5 *inc, sc4* x6 (36sts) Cut off, leave long tail, pin hair discs to head and sew hair to 

head.

PIGTAILS (x2):

wrap yarn around three fingers 30 times. Cut off, use end to tie the 30 strands together 
through the middle. sew hair to hair discs.

Words of Advice:

• always mark the beginning of a round with a removable stitch marker or a safety 
pin.

• boots and arms are very fiddly. Don't get discouraged.

• use yarn of the same weight, ideally of the same brand. The tunic can be crocheted 
in any yarn though, because you can adjust the lenght and width as you go. I perfer 
cotton, because it can be thrown into the washing machine and does not felt. the 
dollydoll is supposed to be carried anywhere, it's supposed to get dirty, so it should 
stand up to frequent washing.

• the dollydoll can be done in a day. It's best done in two days, though, because you 
might want to take a break after all that sewing together and start refreshed for the 
finishing details like hair, embroidery and such.

• if you want the tunic to be removable, crochet the first few rows flat and then 
continue in the round. This way you can close the tunic with a piece of shiny ribbon 
or a teeny mother-of-pearl button in the back.

• if you want your dollydoll to wear a tight shirt, omit the tunic and simply start with 
your preferred shirt colour in round 20.

• try out different hairstyles. There are wonderful tutorials for doll hair out there on 
the internet for those who seek them.



Pattern by Julia Weiss/KnotArt Designs. 
Feel free to distribute and share widely, but do not sell or claim it as your own work. If you 
sell any dolls made from this pattern, please name KnotArt as the designer. AND SHARE 
PICTURES OF YOUR FINISHED DOLLS ON RAVELRY :). Thank You.


